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Analysis of the Spatial Distribution of the
Geotechnical Properties of the Subsoil
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a
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Abstract. The geotechnical properties of the subsoil of Mexico City present a high
variability, even in areas of short extension. This paper presents spatial distribution
analyses of some geotechnical properties of the subsoil for a site located north east
of Mexico City. The results of geostatistical analyses can be employed to build more
realistic models to be introduced in geotechnical analyses.
Keywords. Geotechnical properties, geostatistical methodology, autocorrelation
function, kriging, estimation variance.

1. Introduction
The geotechnical exploration in a 3-hectare area located in the former Texcoco lake,
provided a considerable number of borings. A large number of samples were recovered.
The geostatistical methodology was used to define the spatial distribution of some
geotechnical properties: depth of the typical layers, water content (w), CPT resistance
(qc), compression index (Cc) and shear wave velocity (Vs).

2. Geotechnical data
The geotechnical data assessed stem from recent geotechnical borings, instrumentation
logs as well as in-situ and laboratory tests. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the borings
within the study area. In table 1, the geotechnical borings employed in this work are
indicated.
Table 1. Number of geotechnical borings.
Borehole type
Standard penetration test (SPT)
Cone penetration test (CPT)
Mixed borehole
Suspended log

1

Number
24
57
17
5
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Figure 1. Distribution of Geotechnical borings.

3. Topographical data
The study area is located in the former lacustrine region of Mexico valley. Overall, the
study area is virtually flat with a gentle upward slope towards the North (Fig. 2). Mean
elevation in the area is 2228 meters above sea level (masl), with the highest points in the
area reaching an elevation of 2230 masl, whilst the lower parts present an elevation of
approximately 2226 masl.

Figure 2. Topographic profiles.
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4. Spatial distribution analysis of the subsoil geotechnical properties
The geostatistical methodology was used to define the spatial distribution of some
geotechnical properties: depth of the typical layers, water content (w), resistance (qc) in
CPT, compression index (Cc) and shear wave velocity (Vs).
The main theoretical concepts of the geostatistical methodology have already been
established by various authors (Matheron, 1965; Krige, 1962; Juárez, 2001; Auvinet,
2002; Juárez, 2015).
4.1. Depth of the upper boundary of subsoil typical layers
The available information identifies five main typical soil layers including: Dry Crust
(DC), First Clay Layer (FCL), First Hard Layer (FHL), Second Clay Layer (SCL), Deep
Deposits (DD). The First Clay Layer (FCL) maybe subdivided into four sublayers (FCL
1, FCL 2, FCL 3 and FCL 4). Figure 3 shows a typical soil profile in the study area.

Figure 3. Typical soil profile.

From bore logs indicated in Fig 1, depth to the upper limit of each typical soil layer
was obtained. With this information, experimental correlograms were assessed along
four preferential directions with azimuth; Az=0°, 45°, 90° y 135°, each 100 meters in the
X and Y direction. An exponential model was fitted to the experimental correlograms.
Table 2 shows correlation distances for each typical soil layer.
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Table 2. Relevant correlation distances of the depth of typical layers upper boundary.
Direction
Az = 0°
Az = 45°
Az =90°
Az = 135°

FCL 1
100
190
120
100

FCL 2
270
380
270
400

Correlation distance, δ (m)
FCL 3
FCL 4
FHL
350
220
250
450
360
210
250
330
180
280
220
380

SCL
260
270
150
260

DD
260
240
120
190

The depth estimation was performed on a mesh of points defined each 100 meters
in X and Y directions, using the Ordinary Kriging technique (Krige, 1962; Matheron,
1965; Auvinet, 2002; Juárez, 2015).
The final results are represented by contours maps of estimated depth for each
typical soil layer (Figs 4 to 9). Additionally, Fig 10 shows a 3D model where all different
soil layers were embedded.

Figure 4. Contours map of FCL 1 upper boundary
depth.

Figure 5. Contours map of FCL 2 upper boundary
depth.

Figure 6. Contours map of FCL 3 upper boundary
depth.

Figure 7. Contours map of FCL 4 upper boundary
depth.
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Figure 8. Contours map of FHL upper boundary
depth.

Figure 9. Contours map of SCL upper boundary
depth.

Figure 10. Contours map of DD upper boundary
depth.

Figure 11. 3D Spatial distribution model of the
subsoil typical layers.

Models presented in Figs 4 to 11, show that the FCL 1 upper boundary exhibits a
highly irregular surface, being shallower towards the north and deeper towards the southeast. This irregularity is associated with the existence of: roads, channels, low areas and
fills.
The underlying clayey formations show a tendency to get deeper towards the south,
where the upper limit mean depth is 10 meters for FCL 2, 20 meters for FCL 3 and 27
meters for FCL 4.
The First Hard Layer (FHL) is located at a depth of about 30 meters and exhibits a
certain tendency to get deeper in the south direction.
The Second Clay Layer (SCL) exhibits a similar tendency and reaches a maximum
depth of 35 meters in the south of the study area.
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Depth to the Deep Deposits (DD) varies from 37 meters in the north-east part of the
site, to 47 meters towards south-east.
4.2. Geostatistical analysis of soil properties spatial distribution.
Following the before mentioned geostatistical methodology and based on the available
data, spatial distribution analyses were performed for the following geotechnical
properties: water content (w), CPT tip resistance (qc), compression index (Cc) and shear
wave velocity (Vs). Analyses were performed along preferential axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 1),
ensuring to take optimum advantage of the available data.
Horizontal correlation distances δhor and vertical δver, obtained for each one of the
analyzed properties are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Geotechnical subsoil properties correlation distances.
Correlation distance
δhor (m)
δver (m)

w
700
3.5

qc in CPT
500
3.5

Cc
350
8.5

Vs
1600
6

For the estimation mesh a 50 m separation distance was considered along axis 1 and
2 and a vertical step of 0.25 meter from 2180 (masl) elevation to the ground surface. Two
(virtual) cross sections were established for each assessed property (Figs 12-15).

Figure 12. Spatial distribution of estimated water content along axes 1 and 2.
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Figure 13. Spatial distribution of estimated resistance qc in CPT along axes 1 and 2.

Figure 14. Spatial distribution of estimated compression index along axes 1 and 2.
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Figure 15. Spatial distribution of estimated shear wave velocity along axes 1 and 2.

At the north of the study area the subsoil of the FCL presents lower resistance (less
than 1000 kPa) and greater compressibility (Cc > 4). Shear wave velocity Vs varies with
depth. In the FCL, Vs is lower than 70 m/s, in the SCL it is of the order of 100 m/s and
in the DD the velocity exceeds 200 m/s.

5. Conclusions
Using geostatistical techniques, stratigraphic cross sections and contour maps of subsoil
properties can be obtained. These results are valuable for the existence of geotechnical
anomalies in the subsoil. They are also of great assistance for establishing accurate
geotechnical models to be used in analysis and design.
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